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SENTA FOULKES RESEARCH AWARD 2021 FOR ORIGINAL
CONTRIBUTION OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TO MEDICINE
Description and guidelines for application
In May 1987, during his visit to Israel, the late Dr. Ernest Foulkes, Chairman of the Foulkes
Foundation for the encouragement and promotion of medical research among young scientists,
announced a new program of the Foulkes Foundation Research Awards.

Once in three years, the Foundation presents two awards of up to £2,500 each, one in England
– The Ernest Foulkes Prize – and the other in Israel – the Senta Foulkes Award.
Eligible for this special recognition are recipients of the Foulkes Awards, who have shown
excellence in their research and their academic achievements.

The Foulkes Family, which is generously supporting this program, is convinced that by
encouraging promising young scientists to engage in medical research, they are contributing
both to the field of Medicine and to humanity at large.

The next award for excellence in research will be granted in 2021.
Priority will be given to doctors who have remained actively involved in medical practice.
The applicant should describe the nature of these activities in her/his application.
Applicants should be at least 3 years past approval of their PhD and MD degrees (the latter of
the two) at the time of submission.
Foulkes Fellows in Israel are welcome to send their applications by March 15, 2021.

The applications should be prepared in English and include the following:
1. Curriculum Vita and list of publications. (please include the years of your Foulkes
fellowship)
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2. A report of up to 2500 words, detailing the nature, progress and personal contribution
of the applicant in his/her research.
3. Details of the publications resulting from the applicant’s research.
4. A brief summary of the research for a non-professional audience.
5. Letter of recommendation and evaluation by the applicant’s research supervisor.

Applications should be submitted by e-mail to Dr. Yael Ben Haim, Secretary of the Sciences
Division at the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, and the Coordinator of the Foulkes
Foundation Fellowships in Israel, at yaelb@academy.ac.il.

Please attached together the above documents, according to the above detailed order, by
creating a single Word and a Single PDF files (2 files in total).
Recommendation letters may be sent separately.
Please address inquiries to Dr. Yael Ben Haim, by email or by phone at: 02-5676220.

Final date for submission of applications: 15 March 2021.

